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Processing Metal Stamping
Yitong® Processing Metal Stamping
is a processing method that applies
external force to plates, strips, tubes
and profiles by punching and die to
plastically deform or separate them to
obtain the desired shape and size of
the workpiece.

Product Description

We delight in an exceptionally good popularity amongst our customers for our fantastic
product high quality, competitive cost as well as ideal service for Professional Design
China Processing Metal Stamping, We welcome new and previous buyers from all walks
of everyday living to get in touch with us for foreseeable future organization interactions
and mutual success!
Professional Design China Processing Metal Stamping, Metal Part, To get more
information about us as well as see all our items, remember to visit our website. To get
more information remember to feel free to allow us to know. Thank you very much and
wish your business always be great!

Yitong® Processing Metal Stamping is a processing method that applies external force to
plates, strips, tubes and profiles by punching and die to plastically deform or separate
them to obtain the desired shape and size of the workpiece. The stamping process is
generally divided into cold stamping and Hot calcination two, hot calcination is generally
used less, usually said metal stamping refers to cold punching, cold punching refers to the
metal stamping performed at room temperature, cold punch summed up into two
categories: forming process and Separation process.
1. The separation process is a stamping in which the sheets are separated by a certain
contour to obtain a certain shape, size, and cut surface. Separation process points:
blanking, punching, cutting, trimming, etc.
2. The forming process is a stamping in which the blank is plastically deformed without
breaking, thereby obtaining a certain shape and size. The forming process is divided into:
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drawing, flanging, shaping, turning, bending, and the like.

Yitong® Processing Metal Stamping uses metal molds to physically cut and extrude sheet
metal or steel sheets into specific shapes.
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